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1. Introduction

Ribbon-shaped amorphous samples with the stoichiometric composition Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ prepared by the melt spinning process were annealed at temperatures ranging from 693 K to 1123 K for 1 h under vacuum. In the early annealing stage, the alloy undergoes a specific nucleation process where Cu clusters precipitate from an amorphous matrix. Further heating initiates the partial crystallization of alloy forming the α-Fe–Si nanocrystallites. Subsequent Vickers hardness tests showed high values depending on the annealing temperature. It was found that the hardening process includes two stages. This behavior correlates well with results of density dislocation calculations. A crystallite size of 10 nm for the α-Fe–Si particles correlated very well with a maximum hardness of the material.
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2. Experimental procedures

The amorphous samples with a stoichiometric composition Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ were prepared by rapid cooling of a melt on a rotating disc. The final product was alloy ribbon, 2.5 cm wide and 35 µm thick. The chemical composition of the alloy was examined using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Quenched ribbon samples were sealed in quartz tubes under technical vacuum and isothermally annealed for 1 h.

Thermal stability of the samples of alloy was studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a DSC-204 C device (Netzsch, Germany) in the temperature range of 400–970 K under Ar atmosphere at a constant heating rate of 7 K min$^{-1}$. A slow heating rate increased sensitivity for detection of smaller exothermic and endothermic changes in DSC.

XRD experiments were performed using an X-Pert powder diffractometer (PANalytical, Netherlands) using Cu Kα radiation in Bragg-Brentano geometry at 40 kV and 30 mA. The device is equipped with a secondary graphite monochromator, automatic divergence slits, and a scintillation counter. The measurements were conducted in step scan mode at intervals of 0.05° 2θ with a measuring time of 30 s/step.

The TOPAS V3 general profile and structure analysis software for X-ray powder diffraction data was used for the Rietveld refinement [9].

The Vickers microhardness tests were performed with a microhardness tester MHT-10 (Anton Paar, Austria) with loads of 40 p and 10 s enforcing time. The mean value of seven measurements was used.

The focused ion beam (FIB) technique (Quanta 200, 3D device, FEI Netherlands) was used for cross section preparation. The Ga$^+$ ion beam was focused perpendicularly to the surface. An ion current of between 7.1 nA and 0.3 nA was used for cutting of, and between 10 pA and 30 pA for imaging.

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) device also known as a backscattered Kikuchi diffraction (BKD), attached to a Philips XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) was used to verify the phase identification of the Cu grains.

3. Results and discussion

DSC analysis of the Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ alloy, at a slow heating rate (7 K min$^{-1}$), reveals a series of stepwise structural transformations consisting of endothermic peaks and more pronounced exothermic peaks in the broad temperature range of 400–970 K (cf. Fig. 1).

The broad exothermic maximum in the range of 400–500 K is attributed to the structural relaxation processes. These processes are followed by the Curie temperature around $T_C = 550$ K, and by the glass transition at temperature $T_g = 740$ K. Study of $T_C$ during relaxation combined with some structural data may lead to a better understanding of the process of clustering in the amorphous phase preceding the nanocrystalline structure formation. The process of crystallization involves three well-defined broad asymmetric exothermic peaks ($T_{k1} = 800$ K, $T_{k2} = 896$ K and $T_{k3} = 966$ K) indicating a stepwise process of the structural transformations/crystallization of the alloy.

XRD investigations of the as prepared Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ alloy confirmed the absence of long range ordering [2]. The FIB imaging conducted in combination with EDX and EBSD analysis confirmed the presence of Cu clusters and the formation of α-Fe–Si in the early stages of annealing. Fig. 2a shows that small, embedded Cu...
clusters are already present in the amorphous matrix at 693 K. The Cu clusters as can be seen in the FIB image are present in the form of small, bright, spherical particles distributed randomly along the cross section of the sample. The randomly distributed dark shaded regions (Fig. 2b) correspond to the $\alpha$-Fe–Si phase.

XRD analysis of the sample annealed at 753 K confirmed that, besides the amorphous fraction of the material, a crystalline $\alpha$-Fe–Si phase (entry PDF 03-065-0146 in ICDD database). Our previous study [2], explains microstructural transformations upon annealing in more detail. It was found that structural composition remained unchanged up to 873 K, when formation of the crystalline phase FeCu$_4$ (ICDD-PDF 03-065-7002) started. At 923 K, slow dissolution of B and Nb atoms into the Fe matrix led to the formation of two new phases: Fe$_{16}$Nb$_6$Si$_7$ (ICDD-PDF 00-036-1332) and Fe$_2$B (ICDD-PDF 03-065-2785). Annealing at 973 K gave rise to two phases in trace amounts: Fe$_5$Si$_3$ (ICDD-PDF 03-065-3593) and Nb$_5$Si$_3$ (ICDD-PDF 03-065-2785).

As it can be seen from Fig. 2b and c the Cu clusters grow at the expense of smaller Cu clusters.

The typical structure of the Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ alloy, thermally treated at 1123 K for 24 h, as resolved from the FIB image (Fig. 3), consists of small, equi-axial grains with a homogeneous distribution (1 $\mu$m in size and less). EDX analysis showed that the bright twin-grain in the upper part of the sample surface is Cu enriched.

Since the investigated sample was thermally treated at a comparatively high temperature for quite a long time it is very likely that the Cu clusters, which were not associated with the FCC $\alpha$-Fe–Si crystallites in the beginning, grow at the expense of the smaller Cu clusters. This process, called “Ostwald ripening”, is the reason for such high purity of Cu grains. The applied EBSD analysis enabled the phase identification (Fig. 4) and confirmed that randomly distributed Cu enriched grains (bright spots in the micrograph) have FCC structure.

XRD analysis (Fig. 5) shows that heating of the Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_1$Nb$_3$Si$_{15.5}$B$_7$ alloy at 1123 K for 24 h resulted in a formation of the following phases: Fe$_3$Si, FeCu$_4$, Fe$_{16}$Nb$_6$Si$_7$, Fe$_2$B, Fe$_5$Si$_3$, and Nb$_5$Si$_3$. It should be noted that even the relatively large Cu crystallites could not be detected by XRD analysis due to their low amount, on average, in the material (around 1 at.%).

The Fe–Cu–Nb–Si–B metallic glasses are known to be hard but very brittle materials (Vickers hardness higher than 800 HV) [8]. This is a result of a large number of dislocations accompanied by a reduction in ductility.

XRD data of alloys annealed in the temperature range of 273–1123 K showed that samples with the optimum properties consisted of a nanocrystalline ferromagnetic $\alpha$-Fe–Si solid phase (volume fraction 60–65%) with an average grain size of 10 nm embedded in an amorphous matrix. The increased formation of $\alpha$-Fe–Si nanocrystallites from the amorphous phase in the temperature range of 753–873 K reduces the content of $\alpha$-Fe and Si in the remaining relaxed amorphous matrix. This evidently leads to an increase in hardness (cf. Fig. 6). Furthermore, the particle size of $\alpha$-Fe–Si nanocrystallites is comparable to, or smaller than, the thickness of the shear deformation band. For this reason, shear deformation becomes more difficult in the mixed phase alloy consisting of nanoscale $\alpha$-Fe–Si embedded in an amorphous matrix.
Fig. 6. Vickers microhardness of Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si15.5B7 alloy displayed as a function of the annealing temperature and the crystallite size of α-Fe3Si phase. The measured values of Vickers microhardness are denoted with a square symbol while the crystallite size values as obtained from the Rietveld refinement are denoted with a ball symbol.

The presence of Cu clusters and formation of α-Fe–Si nanocrystallites in intimate contact with Cu clusters. The nanoscale α-Fe–Si particles homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous matrix. The nanoscale α-Fe–Si particles homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous matrix. The nanoscale α-Fe–Si particles homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous matrix. The nanoscale α-Fe–Si particles homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous matrix. The nanoscale α-Fe–Si particles homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous matrix.

4. Conclusions

In the early annealing stage, the amorphous alloy Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si15.5B7 undergoes a specific nucleation process where Cu clusters precipitate from the amorphous matrix. Furthermore, heating initiates partial crystallization through formation of α-Fe–Si nanocrystallites in intimate contact with Cu clusters. The presence of Cu clusters and formation of α-Fe–Si nanocrystallites at early annealing stages is shown using FIB imaging. The Kikuchi lines analysis confirmed randomly distributed Cu enriched grains with FCC structure. It was found that the hardening process consists of two stages. For T< 873 K and Dhkl < 10 nm, the hardening behavior is controlled by a shear deformation mechanism in the amorphous matrix. The hardness of the alloy starts to decrease, the hardening behavior is determined by the dislocation density. The corresponding values are presented in Table 4 in our previous work in this journal [2]. It was found, that the microhardness decreases with increased crystallite size (Dhkl > 10 nm). The optimum crystallite size of α-Fe–Si particles is 10 nm, the optimum annealing temperature is 873 K.
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